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When a bright white disk revolves around a fixation
point on a gray background, observers report that a shad-
owy dark gray region appears to connect the disk with the
fixation point (Holcombe, Macknik, Intriligator, Seiffert,
& Tse, 1999; Tse, 1997). A revolving black disk yields a
similar illusory region that appears brighter than the
background. We have coined the term spokes to refer to
these illusory regions. When viewing such displays, ob-
servers also report illusory regions that extend beyond the
disks. These are examples of the “wakes” illusion de-
scribed in Holcombe et al. (1999).

Spokes appear when the disks begin moving, disap-
pear when the disks stop moving, and do not appear when
the disks flicker without moving. As a motion-induced
brightness illusion, spokes may provide new clues to how
motion and brightness are processed. We hope to even-
tually determine the role of the spoke-generating process
in normal vision, its functional location in the visual pro-
cessing stream, and its neural correlate.

In this paper we focus on the functional location of the
spoke-generating process in the visual processing stream.
In particular, we examine different types of motion to de-

termine which yield the illusion. In Experiment 1, we in-
vestigate whether motion of a disk across the retina, even
if the disk is not perceived to move, is sufficient to cause
the illusion. At late stages in motion processing, retinal
motion due to smooth pursuit eye movements is dis-
counted by the visual system. This discounting underlies
our ability to perceive stationary objects veridically (al-
though they across the retina) and our ability to perceive
tracked objects as moving (even though they do not move
across the retina) (see, e.g., Anstis & Gregory, 1965; Er-
ickson & Thier, 1991). If the illusion is generated at a
stage before this discounting process, a spoke should be
perceived when motion across the retina occurs due to
eye movements alone. However, if the illusion is generated
at a stage after this discounting process, a spoke should
not be perceived. In addition, if the illusion originates after
the discounting process, then a disk moving in tandem with
smooth pursuit eye movements should yield a spoke even
though such a disk remains stationary on the retina.

EXPERIMENT 1

The displays used are schematized in Figure 1. The
“reference” display consisted of a white disk moving in
a circular path around a fixation point. The presence of
a second figure besides the disk (in this case, the fixation
point) is helpful to guide the eyes but is not necessary for
the illusion. In an informal experiment only the disk was
present, observers fixated empty space instead of a fix-
ation point, and the illusion was still perceived. In the pres-
ent experiment, observers were asked to judge the strength
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When a bright white disk revolves around a fixation point on a gray background, observers perceive
a “spoke”: a dark gray region that connects the disk with the fixation point. Our first experiment sug-
gests that motion across the retina is both necessary and sufficient for spokes: The illusion occurs
when a disk moves across the retina even though it is perceived to be stationary, but the illusion does
not occur when the disk appears to move while remaining stationary on the retina. A second experi-
ment shows that the strength of the illusion decreases with decreasing luminance contrast until sub-
jective equiluminance, where little or no spoke is perceived. These results suggest that spokes origi-
nate at an early, predominantly luminance-based stage of motion processing, before the visual system
discounts retinal motion caused by smooth pursuit.
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of spokes in the experimental displays relative to the
strength of spokes in the reference display.

The experimental display denoted “A” in Figure 1 con-
sisted of a fixation point that moved around a central
white disk. To the extent that observers accurately track
the fixation point, the retinal stimulation caused by this
display should be the same as that caused by the refer-
ence display. However, in these conditions the motion sys-
tem discounts retinal motion due to eye movements, so
the disk is perceived to move very little if at all. Thus, if
the spoke illusion arises at a late stage in motion process-
ing, spokes should be extremely weak or absent in Con-
dition A. Alternatively, if the illusion arises at a stage that
takes only retinal motion as input, then it should be strong
in this condition.

In Display B, the fixation point and the large disk did
not move relative to each other. Instead, they moved in
tandem in a circular path. Their path had the same radius
as the disk’s path in the reference condition. When ob-
servers tracked the moving fixation point in this case, the
disk did not move across the retina, but nevertheless it

was perceived to move. If the spoke illusion arises at a late
stage of motion processing, a spoke should be perceived
in this condition.

Display C was a combination of Displays A and B: The
disk and the fixation point moved together in a circular
path, as in Display B, but in addition the disk revolved
around the fixation point at the same time. Thus the disk
moved both in the world and on the retina. To the extent
that an observer’s eyes pursued the fixation point accu-
rately, the retinal motion of the disk was equivalent to that
of the reference display, as well as to Display A. There-
fore, if motion across the retina determines the strength
of spokes, the strength of the illusion should be similar
in Displays A and C.

Method
Participants. Six observers with normal or corrected-to-normal

visual acuity participated. One had extensive experience observing
these displays (A.H.), 4 others had extensive experience in psy-
chophysical experiments and had seen the spoke illusion before,
and 1 was entirely naïve (O.J.).

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the stimulus displays and the results of Experiment 1. Observers fixated the small
dot and rated the strength of the spoke caused by each of the displays relative to the strength of the spoke perceived
in the reference display, on a scale of �10 to 10: �10 if no spoke was perceived, 0 if the strength of the spoke was
equal to the reference display, and 10 if it was as strong as could be imagined. In Display B, observers’ �9.3 mean
rating indicates that the spoke was very weak or absent, despite the fact that observers perceived the disk to move in
the same path as in the reference display. In Display A, the disk moved across the retina, and even though observers
did not perceive the disk to move, the spoke was perceived to be much stronger than in Display B. These results sug-
gest that motion of a figure across the retina is necessary and sufficient for the illusion.
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Apparatus and Stimuli. Stimuli were displayed on a 13-in. Apple
color monitor with a 66-Hz refresh rate.  Viewing distance was ap-
proximately 63 cm, although head position was not physically con-
strained. All stimuli consisted of a filled white disk ≈2º in diame-
ter and ≈85.5 cd/m2 in luminance, the center of which was always
≈3.4º away from a smaller white fixation point, ≈4 arc min in di-
ameter and ≈85.5 cd/m2, with the rest of the screen approximately
a uniform 1 cd/m2. The spatial pattern of the displays was as de-
scribed in the introduction and schematized in Figure 1. In each
condition the disk, the fixation point, or both moved in a circular path
around the screen or relative to each other at ≈5.54º visual angle/sec
(which was equal to 318º of the circular orbit per second). The dis-
tance between the center of the disk and the center of the fixation
point was always ≈1º. The direction of revolution was counterbal-
anced across observers. In Display C, the disk’s revolution around
the fixation point and the fixation point’s revolution around its cen-
ter were in phase, so that when the fixation point was at the highest
point in its orbit, so was the disk. Since they traveled at the same
speed, their rates of revolution were also equal. The experiment was
conducted in a room that was fairly dark, but bright enough that the
observers could see the frame of the computer screen and the other
objects near them. This illumination was provided because without
a stable reference frame, as in complete darkness, when a pursuit
eye movement is made, the motion due to eye movements is not
completely discounted and observers actually perceive small, sta-
tionary stimuli to move in the opposite direction (Bridgeman, 1995;
Wertheim, 1987).

Procedure and Design. Observers first viewed the reference
display and were asked whether they perceived a region darker than
the background between the moving disk and the fixation point
(i.e., a spoke). All observers reported that they did. To gain quali-
tative insight into the nature of the perceived spokes, each observer
was then asked to draw the dark region he perceived on top of a sta-
tic duplicate of the stimulus using the Canvas drawing software
(www.deneba.com). Observers were not under time pressure and
were allowed to switch freely between the drawing and the moving
display. After completion of the drawing, the observers were shown
each of the other displays for several seconds, in pseudorandom
order. The observers were told that they were to judge the strength of
the spoke that they perceived in each display relative to the strength
of the spoke in the reference display. They were to respond with
�10 if they perceived no spoke at all, 0 if they perceived a spoke
equally as strong as the reference display’s spoke, and 10 if the spoke
was extremely high contrast and appeared to be drawn in. Next, the
observers were allowed to freely view and switch among all four
displays as they made their strength ratings.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows each observer’s drawing of the spoke

perceived in the reference display. Some observers re-
ported that the spokes did not have sharp edges, but
nonetheless they agreed that their drawings were an ac-
curate approximation of the spoke’s shape. The drawings
show that for each observer, the spoke extended from the
inducing figure up to the fixation point but not beyond
(see Holcombe et al., 1999, for more about this property).

Tabulated in Figure 1 are the mean strength ratings and
corresponding standard errors for each of the conditions.
For Display B, in which the disk did not move across the
retina but did move in the world, the mean rating was �9.3,
indicating that the spoke illusion was absent or nearly so,
even though the disk was perceived to move in a circular

path. The absence or near absence of spokes in this con-
dition suggests that spokes are generated at a stage be-
fore pursuit-induced retinal motion is largely discounted
to yield perceived motion. While viewing Display A, ob-
servers smoothly pursued in a circular path around a sta-
tionary disk and the spoke illusion did occur, with a mean
rating of �3.2, despite the fact that the disk was perceived
to move little if at all in this condition. Together these
two results imply that the spoke-generating process is
driven by motion across the retina rather than by the mo-
tion perceived. However, the spokes of Display A were
weaker than those of the reference display. This difference
in strength may have been due to inaccuracy in observers’
smooth pursuit performance, for such inaccuracy would
have resulted in less smooth retinal motion in Display A.
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Figure 2. Observers’ drawings of the spokes perceived in the
reference display (depicted in figure) of Experiment 1. The white
disk rotated clockwise around the fixation point. Over a static
copy of the stimulus, observers used the polygon tool of the Can-
vas drawing software to draw the spoke perceived when the disk
was directly to the left of the fixation point. Observers did not in-
dicate the brightness of the spoke; the brightnesses in the figure
are only schematic. Visit www.wjh.harvard.edu/~holcombe for a
demonstration of the illusion.
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In particular, pauses in eye tracking would have resulted
in intervals without retinal motion, and corrective saccades
would have resulted in discontinuities in the motion.

Ratings of the spokes’ strength in Display C were within
1 SE of the reference display’s ratings. This provides fur-
ther support for the hypothesis that the spoke illusion is
driven by motion across the retina, as retinal motion should
have been identical in Display C and the reference dis-
play. Note that eye movement inaccuracies would have
been less likely to reduce the retinal motion in Display C
than in Display A, for even if eye movement stopped in
Display C, the continued motion of the disk in the world
would have ensured continued retinal motion. This may
be why the spokes of Display C were not weaker than the
reference display’s, unlike the spokes of Display A. In
any case, the presence of the spoke illusion in Display A
but not in Display B suggests that spokes can be gener-
ated by retinal motion alone but not by perceived motion
without retinal motion. The spokes are apparently gener-
ated at a stage where there is little distinction between mo-
tion across the retina caused by smooth pursuit and motion
across the retina caused by stimulus motion in the world.
We discuss possible implications of this finding for the
neural basis of the illusion in the General Discussion.

EXPERIMENT 2

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that spokes are
generated by a process early in the visual processing
stream, before retinal motion due to eye movements is
discounted. To functionally localize the process that gen-
erates the illusion even further, we went on to test whether
this process utilizes chromatic contrast, as it does lumi-
nance contrast. If it does, then displays with chromatically
defined figures should yield spokes different in color
from the background that remain strong as long as the
color contrast of the figure is high, regardless of the lu-
minance contrast. To determine whether this was the case,
in Experiment 2 a display with high chromatic contrast
was used, and the effect of varying the display’s luminance
contrast was measured.

Method
Participants. Three observers with normal or corrected-to-normal

vision, including two of the authors, participated. The two authors
had extensive experience with these displays, and the other observer
had extensive experience in psychophysical experiments.

Apparatus, Stimuli, Design, and Procedure. The stimuli were
displayed on a calibrated 13-in. Apple color monitor and viewed from
≈75 cm away. Each observer’s subjective equiluminance point was
measured with both a minimally distinct border method and a 
minimum-flicker technique (Boynton, 1979). In the minimally dis-
tinct border method, the complex illusory contour figure of Parks
(1980) was presented in saturated green (CIE coordinates: x ≈ 0.30,
y ≈ 0.58) against a saturated red background (luminance 27 cd/m2,
CIE: x ≈ 0.61, y ≈ 0.34) at an eccentricity of 3.7º. In 10 separate trials,
observers adjusted the luminance of the figure until the contours
appeared minimally distinct. Additional estimates of the subjective

equiluminance point were then made using a minimum-flicker
method. Six disks, identical in size, hue, and eccentricity to the test
disks of the experiment proper, were flickered at a rate of approxi-
mately 33 Hz. The disks were initially presented at a random lumi-
nance, and observers adjusted the luminance to the point of minimal
subjective flicker. Ten such trials were completed and the average
of the 20 values yielded by the two methods was used as the sub-
jective equiluminance point in the experiment.

In the main experiment, the observer viewed two disks situated
on opposite sides of a fixation point. The disks, a “reference” disk
and a “test” disk, subtended ≈2.9º, and their centers were ≈3.7º
from the fixation point. The background of the display was a satu-
rated red (luminance 27 cd/m2, CIE: x ≈ 0.61, y ≈ 0.34). The test disk
was a saturated green (CIE: x ≈ 0.30, y ≈ 0.58) and was presented
at a variety of luminances relative to the observer’s subjective equi-
luminance point. The reference disk was white and was always pre-
sented at a luminance of ≈89 cd/m2 (CIE: x ≈ .342, y ≈ 0.339). The
two disks revolved around the fixation point at a speed of ≈8.6º vi-
sual angle/sec (133º of the disk’s orbit per second).

On each trial the test disk was presented at one of seven lumi-
nances, which spanned a range from darker than the background to
brighter than the background. Relative to each observer’s equilu-
minance point, these luminances were approximately �21, �14, �7,
0, 7, 14, and 21 cd/m2. On a given trial, the observer rated the
strength of the spoke percept emanating from the test disk relative
to the strength of the spoke from the reference disk on a scale of 0
to 9. A rating of 9 meant that the test disk’s spoke was as strong as the
reference disk’s spoke, and 0 meant that no spoke was perceived be-
tween the test disk and fixation. Thirty trials were conducted at each
luminance offset, in pseudorandom order. After each trial, the en-
tire display flickered rapidly between black and white to eliminate
any visual persistence of the previous trial’s stimulus and spoke.

Results and Discussion
According to our method, the luminance required for

the green disk to appear subjectively equiluminant with
the 27-cd/m2 background was: 29.3 cd/m2 for A.S.,
28.8 cd/m2 for A.H., and 27 cd/m2 for P.T. The 0–9 rat-
ing scale was rescaled to 0–1, and the mean and standard
error of the ratings of relative spoke strength at each test
disk luminance are plotted in Figure 3.

Observers reported that the illusion darkened or bright-
ened the red background, but did not change its hue. The
observers’ ratings indicate that, for the luminance values
sampled, spoke strength declined monotonically with
decreasing luminance contrast. The response curves were
fit with a model that assumed that spoke strength is a lin-
ear function of contrast, with luminance decrements 25%
stronger than luminance increments (see, e.g., Sperling
& Liu, 1999). The curve fits suggest that the luminances
for minimum wake strength are within 0.13 cd/m2 of
each observer’s subjective equiluminance point, which is
within the error of the subjective equiluminance point
estimates. Although the strength ratings indicate that the
spoke’s strength never declined to 0, these nonzero rat-
ings at equiluminance may have reflected color bleeding
or simple color contrast that may have surrounded the
equiluminant disk, both of which are confusable with a
very weak spoke. In any case, the illusion’s monotonic de-
cline with decreasing luminance contrast and extreme
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weakness near equiluminance (despite high chromatic
contrast) supports the notion that the spoke illusion orig-
inates at a stage where luminance, not color, dominates.

Further support for this conclusion is provided by ad-
ditional informal investigations in which we varied color
contrast widely but were unable to perceive an effect on
the spokes’ hue.

These results dissociate the spoke illusion from other,
seemingly similar, illusions. Spokes seem similar to in-
duced gratings because in both illusions, dark figures in-
duce adjacent illusory bright areas and light regions in-
duce adjacent illusory dark regions (McCourt, 1982).
Simple brightness contrast also shares this property, as
dark surrounds make a light figure appear even lighter and
vice versa for light surrounds and dark figures. But un-
like the spoke illusion, induced gratings and simple

brightness contrast work well with figures defined by
color alone (Kingdom & Moulden, 1989; Krauskopf,
Zaidi, & Mandler, 1986; Zaidi, 1989). In addition, in-
duced gratings and simple contrast displays are effective
with stationary stimuli (Chevruel, 1848; McCourt, 1982),
whereas spokes are visible only when the stimulus cre-
ates retinal motion. In comparison to these other illusions,
the spokes seem to be caused by a more restricted process,
one that occurs only with retinally moving, luminance-
defined stimuli.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Experiment 1 showed that spokes originate at a stage
where motion across the retina due to smooth pursuit eye
movements is not discounted. Experiment 2 showed that

Figure 3. The results of Experiment 2. A saturated green “test” disk was pre-
sented on a red background and moved in a circular pattern around a fixation
point. Opposite the green disk, a high-contrast white disk also orbited the fixation
point. The green test disk was presented at a variety of luminances relative to each
observer’s subjective equiluminance point (established in a separate experiment).
At each luminance offset, the observers rated the strength of the spoke induced by
the green disk relative to the spoke induced by the white disk. Mean ratings, with
the rating scale transformed to a 0 to 1 scale, and standard errors are plotted at each
luminance offset for each observer. The data are plotted so that each observer’s sub-
jective equiluminance point is at 0.
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even in displays with high chromatic contrast, the strength
of spokes declines with decreasing luminance contrast and
becomes very weak or absent at subjective equiluminance.

Experiment 1 results suggest that the illusion is gen-
erated before the stage where motion due to eye move-
ments is discounted. But exactly where in the brain is
that? Neurophysiological researchers have attempted to
determine in which brain areas neurons respond more to
motion caused by external object movement than to mo-
tion caused by eye movements. Galletti and his collabo-
rators found that 10% of the V1 cells in their sample re-
sponded more to externally caused movements (Galletti,
Squatrito, Battaglini, & Maioli, 1984), whereas 13% of
V2 cells (Galetti, Battaglini, & Aicardi, 1988) and 40%
of V3a cells (Galetti, Battaglini, & Fattori, 1990) had this
property (see Battaglini, Galetti, & Fattori, 1996, for a
review). This suggests that motion due to eye movements
is discounted by some cells even at the earliest stage of
cortical processing. However, the results reported by Er-
ickson and Thier (1991; Thier & Erickson, 1992) were
quite different. In their experiments, all the direction-
selective cells that they investigated in V1, V2, and V3
responded equally well to motion across the retina caused
by smooth pursuit and motion across the retina caused by
external object movement. In addition, almost all cells
in V4 and MT had this property, and it was only in dorsal
MST that most cells responded preferentially to exter-
nally induced motion. Erickson and Thier criticized the
work of Galletti et al. on methodological grounds, which
led them to reject Galletti et al.’s interpretation of their
results.

After further work determines more definitively how
the brain discounts motion due to eye movements, spe-
cific neurophysiological implications of our experiments
should follow. For the moment, it is at least clear that the
proportion of cells that prefer externally caused motion
increases as one ascends the visual processing stream,
implying that early in cortical processing, motion process-
ing is predominantly retina based. The existence of this
predominantly retina-based motion processing stage has
also been demonstrated with a motion aftereffect exper-
iment (Anstis & Gregory, 1965). In this experiment, the
direction of the motion aftereffect was determined by the
direction of the adapting retinal motion, even if the adapt-
ing motion was perceived to be in the opposite direction.
Thus our results suggest that spokes originate early in the
visual processing stream. Indeed, we cannot rule out the
possibility that spokes are generated as early as the retina.

The finding that the strength of the spoke illusion is
determined by luminance contrast does not localize the
illusion’s origin exactly, but it does further dissociate
spokes from other illusions. Unlike the spoke illusion,
grating induction and simple contrast displays are quite
effective in the purely chromatic domain, and with sta-
tionary stimuli. As such, they may be by-products of pro-
cesses that enhance spatial segmentation and provide
gain control so that we can see more efficiently in dif-

ferent environments. However, our findings that isolu-
minant displays do not result in a significant spoke illu-
sion, that spokes only occur with moving displays, and
that spokes are biased toward central fixation suggest that
spokes reflect a more specific function. We hope that, by
building on our results, subsequent work will uncover the
role of the spoke-generating process in normal vision.
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